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Parc Provincial de la Riviere Bleue is an invaluable sanctuary for the flora and fauna of
New Caledonia, in the South Pacific. FULL STORY - PAGE 14.
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FOR the first time in the 88year
history
of the US
National
Park Service,
a
group of former senior managers has joined together to
protest at the stewardship
policies
and management
direction of the park system
by an Administration.
The group, called the Coalition of
Concerned National Park Retirees,
argues that since George W. Bush
took
office
as President
and
appointed Gale Norton Secretary of
Interior, the agency's core mission
to conserve the nation's public
parks in perpetuity has been forsaken and is now guided by a non-conservation, political agenda.
In a letter sent to President Bush
earlier
this year, 183 retirees
(including four former directors of
the National Park Service, two former deputy directors, 12 former
regional directors and 75 former
park superintendents
or assistant

••••

superintendents) asked that efforts
by the interior department to alter
long-standing
park service management
policies
be stopped
immediately.
They
demanded
respect for the 1916 mission: "that
from this time forward the National
Park Service is clearly and undeniably committed, first and foremost,
to protection and preservation of its
resources" .
The letter specifically
decries
Secretary Norton's attempt to overturn a ruling which bans snowmobiles from Yellowstone and Grand
Teton National Parks. In another
example, the letter cites an interior
department
ruling which gives
water
rights
from
Gunnison
National Park over to the state of
Colorado.
The letter states that, by enacting
these policies: "the department
ignored its three key mandates the need for public input, the
imperative of putting sound science ahead of partisan political
deal making, and above all else,
the National Park Service's core
mission of conservation."
The following interview given
by Rick Smith is based on
extracts of an article first published in the Alibi newspaper, in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In his 31 years of employment,
Rick Smith served as a ranger in
Yosemite, trained new employees
at the Grand Canyon academy and
worked in the interior department's
legislative offices in Washington
D.C. In the latter half of his career
he was assistant superintendent of
Everglades National Park before
serving
as superintendent
at
Carlsbad Caverns. He finished his
career as the Associate Regional
Director
for
Resources
Management at Santa Fe before
retiring in 1994.
Smith is mild-mannered,
as
you'd expect a park ranger to be
and, like most seasoned bureaucrats who've weathered all sorts of
presidential administrations,
he's
not the kind to get caught up in
partisan politics. But he is - to put
it mildly - upset at what has happened in the past few years at the
Department of Interior.
He is quick to note that never in
the Park Service's SS-year history
has a group of retirees banded
together to express concerns to the
President. "It's not normal, it's not
typical," said Smith. "It's unprecedented."
Elaborating on the formation of
the coalition, he said: "By and
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large, protection of our natural heritage is something we Americans
all agree on. The preservation of
parks has been largely a non-partisan issue, but there is a growing
realisation that the policies being
pursued
by the Secretary
of
Interior, Gale Norton, and the
Director
of the National
Park
Service, Fran Mainella, appear to
be inconsistent with the legislation
that Congress passed to establish
the National Park Service, and
have narrow and partisan goals
and objectives.
"A good
example
is the
Yellowstone
snowmobile
policy.
This is an issue that's been studied
for 10 years. The evidence
is
unequivocal that continued snowmobile use in Yellowstone is detrimental to park wildlife, hazardous
to public health and it impairs the
landscape.
Snowmobiles
are
sources of tremendous pollution.
The evidence is clear. Then to turn
around and say that we are going
to continue to permit snowmobiles,

, People reported
morale was
terribly low: they
feel intimidated.'
- RICK SMITH, FORMER
ASSOCIATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR,
u.S. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE.

despite
this evidence,
seems
absolutely
inconsistent
with the
idea that Yellowstone and other
national parks are to be preserved
in perpetuity,
as opposed
to
becoming some kind of recreational funny farm.
"A federal district court judge in
Washington D.C. said that, in reading the evidence from previous
studies and environmental impact
statements, there was no science
in the Department of Interior's decision to reverse the snowmobile
ban. He said it looked like pure politics.
"Our national treasure ought to
be managed according
to evidence, with the long-term environmental health and cultural integrity
of these areas considered. This
judge said that the resources protection mandate of the park service
trumped all others. Those were his
words.
"After
the
judge's
ruling,
Yellowstone National Park is operating the winter use in the park

'according to the rules published in
2000, under the previous administration. Because the snowmobile
regulations provided for an orderly
phase-out, there are still snowmobiles in the park. But next year
there will not be continued use.
Now, the administration
and the
National Park Service have indicated their intent to appeal that rule."
Referring to the letter sent to
President Bush, he said: "What's
unique about the park service is
that each generation of Americans,
speaking through its elected representatives, gets to decide what
should be protected in perpetuity.
These places are so unique and so
special they help us understand
who we are as a people, what our
history has been.
.
"The legislation passed in 1916
said you have to take care of these
places so that the resource values
can be preserved unimpaired. This
doesn't mean impair a little bit, or
impair a lot. It means unimpaired.
So as a group of retirees, we pay
attention to what the park service is
doing. Since 1994, I've never felt a
need to contact other retirees and
say 'hey, look at what's going on'.
Not until President Bush's administration started doing things that we
feel contradict the purposes for
which the parks were established.
"In May of last year, the former
superintendent
of Yellowstone,
the former
superintendent
of
Shenandoah
National Park and
myself held a press conference at
the
National
Press
Club
in
Washington and at that time we
mentioned some of the things that
were troublesome. We mentioned
the snowmobiles. We mentioned
the drive to privatise park service
jobs. They have a nice word for that
- they call it 'competitive sourcing'.
"Because of budget constraints
and new policies, individual parks
will lapse positions - not fill positions when someone retires or
transfers - so you have a reduction in personnel. That's happening
allover the park system. That leads
to reduction in visitor services, or
reduction in the amount of money
spent on research or resources
protection,
like
back-country
patrols or monitoring of endangered plants or animals. That's a
real concern.
"The jobs that seem to be targeted are jobs that make no sense at
all. They've targeted archaeologists, anthropologists,
ethnologists, landscape architects,
etc.
NPIB May 2004
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DEAR READER,
I HOPE you enjoy reading this 13th issue of NPIB.
As the Bulletin is published on a non-profit-making basis and is
unsupported by any external funding, the income we receive from
subscriptions is vital.
I am happy to report that we now have subscribers in 35 countries,
whose support helps us to continue sending free issues to less
fortunate colleagues working in protected areas in 101 developing
countries.
If you know anyone who might be interested in subscribing to
the Bulletin, we will be happy to send them a free introductory
copy of this issue. Just e-mail their name and address to:
npib@powdene.com
STEWART BONNEY, Editor and Publisher.
When I was superintendent, these
were the people who provided me
with the information I needed to
make good decisions. One of the
ways to cripple an agency like the
park service and render it less
effective is to target those types of
people for outsourcing. You are
simply robbing the park superintendents of gathering the appropriate information they need to make
proper decisions.
"Sub-contractors could give this
information, but it's one thing to be
a university
archaeologist
and
another thing to be a park service
archaeologist
who knows the
organisation's history and culture,
and the other employees. There is
a synergy which exists that doesn't
occur when you opt somebody in
from the outside. They do their
study, give the information and
leave. They don't have to deal with
the consequences.
More importantly, many employees have multiple functions in the park. I may be
an archaeologist, but I may also be
on the fire-fighting team. I might
also be one of the park's emergency medical technicians. That's
very common. So you bring in an
archaeologist under contract: all he
or she is going to do is the archaeology, and you lose those other
functions.
"The coalition is non-partisan
politically, but we are very partisan
when it comes to parks. This is an
issue of whether the parks are safe
and being conserved according to
congressional mandate. The current leadership seems far less
interested
in
a
bi-partisan
approach to managing the park
system than any other single
Secretary I ever worked for."
Asked about current
morale
NPIB May 2004

among park service employees, he
added: "We helped commission a
poll that was distributed to roughly
13,000 current
national
parks
employees. The polling was conducted by Edge Research, a professional pollster which follows all
the professional
protocols
of
polling. More than 1,300 responded which, according to Edge, was
three times the number of responses needed to be an accurate poll.
People reported morale was terribly low: they feel intimidated; they
feel that resource protection is a
lower priority than it was a couple
of years ago.
"It showed that what we are saying is not what the department of
interior is trying to characterise us
as - that we are just a small slice
of disgruntled former employees.
This poll shows
that current
employees
feel the same way.
There are actually 215 people we
consider to be part of the coalition,
but some opted out of signing the
letter.
"Think about this. Two people
said: 'I don't want my signature on
anything
criticising
President
Bush'. They said their kids worked
for the park service and they were
worried about their kids' jobs.
That's the level of fear that these
people are generating."
Asked what he thought would be
the worst prospect for environmental damage, he cited Carlsbad
Caverns National Park in New
Mexico as an example. "Much of
what we do for cave preservation in
Carlsbad is based on what our
case specialists - the scientists tell us. If those jobs go away, or are
outsourced,
the superintendent
isn't going to have the information
needed to make decisions about

what level of visitation is allowed.
Those are the things the superintendent wrestles with. How can I
make sure visitors in 2050 see, by
and large, the same things visitors
see today? The experience shouldn't be destroyed by a lack of good
management decisions.
"So to think that the information providers are the ones with
bulls-eyes
on their backs is a
great cause for alarm, and that's
the kind of thing that has caused
this group
of people
to get
together."
Requests by the coalition for
meetings with President Bush, with
NPS Director Fran Mainella and
with NPS deputy directors have all
been unsuccessful.
"The conservation ethic that they
seem to be espousing is multiple
use and access. One of the things
they say is that the Yellowstone
snowmobile ruling denies people
access. But it doesn't deny anyone
access.
People
can go into
Yellowstone; they can go to Old
Faithful. The judge simply said
there are some ways to access the
park that are inappropriate, that do
damage to the park's resources,
that contradict the mission of the
park. Nobody says you can't go to
Yellowstone. It says you can't drive
your snowmobile at 70 miles per
hour through the park whenever
you want to."
Confirming that public opinion at
Yellowstone supported this view,
he added: "The original environmental impact statement published
in 2000 opened a public comment
period. 360,000 people submitted
comments, that's the most we have
ever had; 80 per cent favoured the
gradual phase-out of snowmobiles.
When the Bush administration
announced they were going to reexamine the ruling, they released
another
environmental
impact
statement, which required another
public comment period. I don't
know how many people submitted;
by this time 91 per cent said they
favoured the phase-out. So they
ignored
the science
and they
ignored the public participation in
the process.
"Incredible! I consider that to be
the worst kind of bureaucratic arrogance you can imagine. Ignore the
science and ignore the people. I
mean - holy smoke - that isn't
the way we had been running the
park service previously.
"It doesn't take long to do environmental damage, to alter the
world for future generations."
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NEWS REVIEW
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west afriea

CHIMPANZEES
UNDER THREAT

south afriea

WARDENS SAVE TOURIST'S
KRUGER
National
Park field
guides, Gordon
Ramsden and
Mphadeni
Nthangeni
(pictured
above), saved the life of a British
tourist when an elephant charged a
walking group in a wilderness area
on the banks of the Niwaswitshaka
River.
John Anslow from Stafford, UK,
was knocked to the ground by the
charging elephant and was about
to be trampled when a bullet from
one of the guides' rifles penetrated

uk / franee
JOINT FOREST
RESEARCH PROJECT
A FOUR-YEAR, €3.7 million project
will examine the way in which the
New Forest in England and the
Fontainebleau Forest in France are
managed. The project will yield
information on recreational use,
help with planning work on the proposed New Forest National Park,
and lead to a recreational strategy
for both forests in close conjunction with stakeholders.
Chris
Fairbrother
of
the
Countryside
Agency,
which
is
investing £100,000 in the project
towards researching visitor information, said: "We think it is important to find out more about recreational use of the forests, helping to
understand how people use the
forest landscapes, the routes they
take and what value they get from
their visits."
Both forests attract millions of visitors annually and are Natura 2000
Sites of international
ecological
importance.
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LIFE

the elephant's
brain,
causing
instant death. He said later: "At that
moment I thought I was dead. The
elephant was virtually on top of me
when I heard shots and the elephant slumped to the ground. I
owe my life to the quick action of
the guides."

guatemala
FIELD RANGER
SHOT DEAD
ENRIQUE Alcantara,
a field
ranger who worked in the Punta
de Manabique Area of Special
Protection, was shot dead by an
assailant in the city of Puerto
Barrios in February.
Colleagues of the dead man,
who was shot at close range
and hit by three bullets, believe
he may have been targeted due
to his determined efforts to stop
illegal timber and wildlife trading
in his protected
area. The
International Ranger Federation
has sent an official letter of condolence to his family.

•
Japan

150,000

A NEW action plan outlining measures to save the west African chimpanzee from extinction has been
produced jointly by the Primate
Specialist Group of IUCN's Species
Survival Commission and the Center
for Applied Biodiversity Science at
Conservation International.
Only some 150,000 chimpanzees
are thought to remain today compared with a figure of at least one
million when Dr Jane Goodall
began her research of the species
in Tanzania in 1960.
The reasons for this dramatic
decline range from habitat destruction due to growing human populations, trapping, disease, and most
recently, the bush meat trade and
ebola outbreak.
All four sub-species
of chimpanzee are listed as endangered
on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species, but the report West African
Chimpanzees: Status Survey and
Conservation Action Plan, focuses
on the western Chimpanzee which
has an estimated population of only
38,000 and, together
with the
Nigeria chimpanzee, is considered
at greatest risk of extinction.
In most countries, approximately
45-81 % of the surviving
chimpanzee populations exist outside
protected areas and the action plan
stresses the importance of involving local governments and local
people in proposed conservation
plans.
The Action Plan can be ordered
by email from: books@iucn.org

MORE NEWS
on Page 25

CLIMB MOUNT FUJI

LYING only 96 km/60 miles from
Tokyo with its almost 25 million
strong
population,
the sacred
Mount Fuji in the Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park was climbed by more
than 150,000 visitors, Shinto pilgrims and runners during the JulySeptember official climbing season
last year.

Some 400 kg/880 Ib of litter had
to be removed from the summit
and a further four tons from the
mountain's fifth and sixth climbing
stations. Although the ascent of
the 3,776 m/12,388 ft mountain is
considered relatively easy climbing, 317 people required medical
help.
NPIB May 2004

Giant lobelias grow in the Albertine Rift, part of the area's prolific vegetation.

afriea

RIFT'S ttATURAL
TREASURES ttEED
PROTECTIOtt PLAtt
This article is based on extracts
(Albertine Rift Technical Reports
Conservation Society. Authors A.
C. Kahindo, R. Kityo, E. Ndomba,

from The Biodiversity of the Albertine Rift
Series, No.3) published by the Wildlife
J. Plumptre, M. Behangana, I Davenport,
D. Nkuutu, I. Owiunji, P. Ssegawa, G. Eilu.

STRETCHING from the northern tip
of Lake Albert to the southern end
of Lake Tanganyika, the Albertine
Rift contains some of Africa's most
diverse sites. It encompasses
forests, savannahs, wetlands, lakes
and mountains along with the natural vegetation on the adjacent
escarpment
above the Rift in
Uganda,
Rwanda,
Burundi,
Tanzania and the Oemocratic
Republic of Congo (ORC).
With the support of the John O.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, protected areas authorities
from the involved countries, together with international and national
NGOs, are working to produce a
strategic plan for the Albertine Rift
which will include regional planning and monitoring
to protect
these
contiguous
landscapes,
many of which cross international
borders.
As part of the process, a core
group of organisations and experts
already active in the region has
compiled data on what is known of
the biodiversity of the Albertine Rift
to identify priority sites for conservation. This initiative, led by the
Wildlife
Conservation
Society
(WCS) and involving many scienNPIB May 2004

tists, has compiled data for mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
butterflies, plants and fish.
Their report, which summarises
the results of the data compilation
to date, indicates that this area of
Africa, already identified as being
of global conservation importance,
contains 52% of 'all bird species,
39% of mammals, 19% of amphibians and 14% of reptiles and plants
found in mainland Africa.
In what is recognised as the most
species-rich region in the continent
for vertebrates, the report analyses
the biological information which
exists for 40 sites - both within
protected areas and sites which
are relatively undisturbed but not
gazetted - and assesses their relative importance for conservation.
Writing in the Report's opening
section,
Or Andrew
Plumptre,
Oirector of the Wildlife Conservation
Society'S
Albertine
Rift
Programme, said: "The Albertine
Rift has been identified as a region
of great importance for conservation by several priority-setting
studies. It is an 'ecoregion', a 'biodiversity hotspot' and an 'endemic
bird area'.
"Species lists were compiled for

as many sites in the Albertine Rift
for which we could obtain data,
covering six different taxa - mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
butterflies and plants. In addition,
the species richness of fish in the
lakes in the rift was compiled from
existing publications.
"The data summarised
in this
report were compiled by collecting
published species lists for each of
the various protected areas and
taxa of interest. Any list will become
out of date as soon as it is published because new species are
constantly
being
added.
We
believe, however, that we have
managed to compile reasonably
complete lists for these protected
areas where surveys have taken
place at several dates and by different people.
"The report is part of an ongoing
process to provide more complete
lists of these sites and provides a
good 'first cut' of the biodiversity of
the Albertine Rift and the priority
sites for conservation."
PRIORITISING SITES
FOR CONSERVATION

A prioritisation of the sites in the
Albertine Rift is made based on
species richness, endemism and
numbers
of IUCN threatened
species. Eight sites rank highly for
these criteria and are considered
the most important sites for conservation. These are Virunga (ORC),
Kahuzi
Biega
(ORC), Semliki,
Kibale and Bwindi Impenetrable
National
Parks (Uganda),
the
Itombwe Massif (ORC) which has
yet to be gazetted,
Nyungwe
Forest
(Rwanda),
and
Lake
Tanganyika.
Other important sites for endemic and threatened species include
the National Parks of Uganda's
Rwenzori Mountains and Burundi's
Kibira;
Kasyoha-Kitomi
Forest
Reserve in Uganda, and Lakes
Edward and George.
The report stresses the importance of having large areas of contiguous habitat for the long-term
conservation of species in the Rift.
Noting that many protected areas
in the Albertine Rift are contiguous
with others and as such form larger 'landscapes' of natural habitat,
the report argues that managing
individual protected areas alone
could lead to the loss of some of
the important
processes
which
could be maintained if these contiguous areas were managed as
one unit through
collaboration
between institutions or between
countries.
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Dr Plumptre said: "The Greater
Virunga landscape, which encompasses the Virunga National Park
and contiguous protected areas in
Rwanda and Uganda (extending
over an area of 12,860 sq km/4,965
sq miles) is incredibly rich in total
species, endemic and threatened
species. No other place in Africa
can claim animal species numbers
anything close to those found here.
This region may be one of the most
diverse on the planet and there is a
need to develop formal transboundary
management
mechanisms to ensure such important
areas as this survive in the long
term. WCS is working to support transboundary
collaboration
between the parks authorities in
Uganda and the ORC as a result of
these findings.
"Using
species
to prioritise
sites has created a list of the
most important sites for conservation.
However,
it must be
remembered
that the comparisons are relative, and that even
sites which have ranked low for
species richness and the number
of endemic
and
threatened
species are richer than many
sites in the world. We would not
argue, therefore,
that they be
neglected as a result.
"The countries in the Albertine
Rift are some of the poorest in the
world and, quite rightly, governments are focusing on poverty alleviation as a priority. However, in
some countries
this is at the
expense of conservation
when
these
protected
areas,
their
wildlife and natural scenery have
the potential to create wealth
through tourism.
"Ideally, all the sites in this report
should receive high levels of financial support. However, the availability of funds for conservation
in
Africa is limited, and reality dictates
that certain sites should be given
priority over others.
"In terms of conservation in the
Albertine Rift, we are constrained
by the fact that human density is
very high in the region. For the
most part, the existing protected
areas with proposed
protected
areas are likely to be all that we can
protect in the future."
THREATS TO SITES

The report notes that threats to protected areas and species are
important factors when considering
the prioritisation of sites for conservation. If a very species-rich site is
so threatened that it may be difficult to protect, it may be better to
6

invest scarce conservation funds in
less threatened but complementary sites.
The threats that the protected
areas face in the Rift are numerous
and vary by region and country.
Some are very specific to a site,
such as mining around Queen
Elizabeth
National
Park which
leads to heavy metal pollution,
while others, such as bush meat
poaching, occur in many sites.
The region has experienced a
series of civil wars over the last
20 years with fighting in Uganda,
Burundi,
Rwanda and eastern
ORC leading to the decimation of
wildlife and loss of the integrity of
protected areas. Protected area
staff have not been able to patrol
effectively because of the dangers involved,
and with the
breakdown
of law and order,
local people and refugees have
engaged in illegal activities with
immunity.
The Rift's forested areas are the
sites of the greatest terrestrial
diversity of species, and in particular the endemic species. This habitat is severely threatened
as a
result of the increasing
human
population. In the central part of
the Rift human population density
now reaches 6-700 people per
square
kilometre,
increasing
demand for farmland and firewood.
Forest loss over the past 10-15
years has varied between sites
within the Rift but has been particularly severe east of Lake Albert in
western Uganda, and also in eastern Congo around Kahuzi Biega

National Park and the Itombwe
Massif.
Although
timber
exploitation
does not pose a great threat at
most sites, it is feared that it could
become a major threat in the ORC
in a post-civil war period when
access to the forests improves.
Minerals mining has led to an invasion of protected areas in ORC and
mining for oil which is just beginning has the potential to become a
major threat to protected areas in
the northern part of the Albertine
Rift.
The most threatened sites in the
Rift occur in ORC and include the
unprotected
sites such as the
Itombwe Massif, Marungi Massif
and Mount
Kabobo,
and the
Virunga and Kahuzi Biega National
Parks which are severely threatened by encroachment
for land
settlement in fishing villages and
heavy poaching for bushmeat.
Hunting of large mammals has
reduced their numbers within forest
and savannah across all sites in the
Rift during the past 20 years. A survey by WCS of the highland sector
in Kahuzi Biega National Park,
ORC, in 2000 showed that Grauer's
gorilla numbers had been nearly
halved by hunting, following three
years of civil war when park staff
could not protect the park.
The report concludes: "It is very
possible that Virunga and Kahuzi
Biega National Parks could be
completely lost if pressure is not
exerted on everyone involved to
protect what remains of these
sites."

RIFT REPORT I" DETAIL
MAMMALS

A TOTAL of 402 species of mammal were recorded in the 35 sites
for which
records
could
be
obtained. Of these 34 are thought
to be endemic and a further 12
near-endemic. Three endemic subspecies were included in the analyses because of the way in which
they are managed as distinct populations:
the
mountain
gorilla,
Grauer's gorilla and the golden
monkey.
Virunga National Park in ORC
was the most species-rich site with
196 species, followed by Kahuzi
Biega and Bwindi Impenetrable
National Parks, ranked second
and third with 136 and 135 species
respectively. Virunga and Kahuzi
Biega parks also ranked most
highly for numbers of threatened

and endemic species.
The report concludes that only
four sites are required to protect
over 90% of large mammals, and
98% of endemic and threatened
species could be protected
by
these four sites.
BIRDS

Of the 33 sites where reasonable
records could be obtained, a total
of 1,061 species of birds have been
recorded.
With
706
species,
Virunga National Park is the richest
protected area for birds in the Rift
and, indeed, in the whole of Africa.
Uganda's
Queen
Elizabeth
National Park ranked second with
594 species. The Itombwe Massif,
which has no protected
status,
ranked third with 583 species and
also had the greatest number of
endemic species (34) and more
NPIB May 2004

A gorilla in
the rain:
illegal hunting,
loss of
habitat and
years of
civil wars
have taken
a heavy
toll on their
numbers.

highly-threatened
species
(15)
than any other site.
The report concludes that six
sites could protect more than 90%
of species in the Rift and over 95%
of all endemic and threatened
species.
REPTILES
A total of 175 species of reptile
have been recorded in 33 Albertine
Rift sites for which records could
be obtained. Of these, 16 species
are endemic
and three nearendemic. The richest site was
Virunga with 109 species, followed
by Kahuzi Biega (69) and Kibale
(56) National Parks. It was concluded that nine sites could protect
more than 90% of reptile species in
the Rift, and only seven sites could
protect all endemic, near-endemic
and threatened species.
24 of the species were only
recorded from one site and 70
were found at three sites or fewer.
The report notes that the 13 sites
with reasonable numbers on their
lists had been most intensively surveyed and it was probable that
more species could be easily
added to the lists for most sites.
AMPHIBIANS
119 amphibian species have been
recorded at 26 sites in the Rift. Of
these, 34 species are thought to be
endemic and three near-endemic.
Virunga
ranked
first with 78
species, Kahuzi Biega second with
44 and Bwindi Impenetrable and
Kibale National Parks joint third
with 33. Virunga has the highest
NPIB May 2004

number of endemic species and
IUCN-listed
species.
Itombwe
Massif was ranked second with 15
species and had the largest number of threatened species (11).
Three sites - Virunga, Itombwe
Massif and Marungu Massif accounted for 80.7% of all amphibian species and 85.7% of endemic
and IUCN-listed species. Seven
sites could protect all endemic and
IUCN-listed amphibians found at
these sites.
(Areas requiring further survey
work include Mahale Mountains
and Gombe
Streams
National
Parks, Marungu Massif and Mount
Kabobo, Itombwe Massif, Kahuzi
Biega
National
Park,
Queen
Elizabeth
National
Park
and
Semliki Wildlife Reserve.)
BUTTERFLIES
While butterfly diversity in the Rift is
considerable, it has been inconsistently documented
across the
region. As it was not possible to
assemble species lists for all sites,
an annotated list of 117 species
endemic to the Albertine Rift was
compiled. This represents the first
checklist to document specifically
the endemic butterflies of these
parts of Uganda, DRC, Rwanda,
Burundi, Tanzania and Zambia.
Bwindi Impenetrable
National
Park achieved top ranking with 42
endemic species, with Nyungwe
Forest
Reserve
and
Virunga
National Park ranking joint second
with 21 species. While Uganda's
forests have been relatively well
surveyed, there was a need for

surveys in most of the Rift sites outside Uganda.
PLANTS
In total, 5,793 plant species were
compiled from lists of floras for
the Albertine Rift. Data for 22 sites
where reasonable collections had
been
made
contained
5,573
species. A total of 567 species
endemic to the Rift have been tentatively identified but this work is
still in progress.
Virunga National Park had the
largest species
list with 2,077
species and the largest number of
endemic species (230). Ranking
second for endemic species was
Kahuzi
Biega with
145, and
Nyungwe Forest ranked third with
137 species.
Reasonable
collections
of all
plant groups were compiled for 14
sites while 22 sites had reasonable
lists for trees. Whether trees or all
plants were analysed, 90% could
be protected in seven sites, together with 97% of endemic species.
FISH
THE five large lakes in the Albertine
Rift Albert, George, Edward,
Kivu and Tanganyika - are some
of the richest in the world for freshwater fish species, but the data on
species richness for some of the
lakes is poor due to a lack of thorough survey work.
Lake Tanganyika, which covers
32,000 sq km/12,355 sq miles and
is the second deepest lake in the
world, contains the highest number
of known species of fish of the big
five lakes, with around 325 species,
of which 250 are cichlids. Lakes
Edward and George, connected by
the Kazinga Channel, rank second
with 81 species known to date and
60 cichlids.
Lake
Tanganyika
has
289
endemic fish species while Lakes
Edward and George have a combined total of 56 endemic species.
However,
Lakes
Edward
and
George have been poorly surveyed
for fish diversity, and it is likely
many more endemic species could
be found.
All five large lakes are highly
important sources of revenue for
local fishing communities, and the
fisheries of Lakes Edward and
George are among the most productive in the world. The introduction of species such as Nile perch
to boost the fisheries has reduced
species richness through predation, but recent overfishing has led
to a reduction in size of Nile perch,
and some of the endemic cichlids
which were thought to be extinct
are reappearing.
7
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KANHA NATIONAL
PARK: A MODEL
TIGER RESERVE
by DINESH DUBEY,
Wildlife Wing, Madhya Pradesh.
NESTLING in the hill country of
central India, Kanha National
Park has been described as the
flagship of the country's tiger
conservation scheme, and a
natural heritage site of global
importance. It prides itself on
being India's first such sanctuary, having been established in
the pre-independence days of
1935.
With the passage of time its legal
status has been strengthened and
its area consistently increased. It is
one of nine National Parks where
Project Tiger was launched in early
1973. Local people were relocated
and the area finally notified by the
Madhya Pradesh government in
1976. At present Kanha has an
area of 1,945 sq km/750 sq miles,
comprising a core area of 940 sq
km/360 sq miles and a buffer zone
of 1,005 sq km/390 sq miles. It is
spread over the two revenue districts of Balaghat and Mandla.
The park is noted for its unique
range of wildlife, which includes
tiger (128 at last year's estimate),
panther (96), Indian bison (1,196),
axis deer (20,628), sambar deer
(3,629), barking
deer (1,171),
swamp deer (343), wild boar
(8,343), wild dog (374) and around
300 species of bird. Flora types
include the sal tree (Shorea robusta), saja (Terminalia tomontosa),
bija
(Pterocarpus
marsupiua),
mahua (Madhuca latifolia), aonla
(Embel/ica officinal) and numerous
species of grasses and ground
cover. Forest vegetation falls into
three distinct zones - top, middle
and lower canopies.
The top
canopy consists mainly of sal, and
the middle storey bamboo with
miscellaneous tree species.
Both Indian and foreign tourists
are attracted every year by Kanha's
unique wildlife conservation programme, and tourist facilities which
8

include an interpretation centre, a
departmental rest house, cottages,
private hotels, refreshment facilities, sightseeing vehicles and elephants for tiger tracking. The park
remains closed during the monsoon. Visitor numbers have risen
steadily from 40,000 in the early
1970s to 55,000 Indian and 3,000
foreign tourists in the 1990s, overseas visitors having included members of the British, Dutch and
Swedish royal families.
It takes between five and six
hours to reach Kanha by road from
Nagpur and Jabalpur, both important railheads in central India.
Nagpur is about 500 km/310 miles
from Mumbai and its international
airport, and Jabalpur is 900 km/560
miles from the national capital,
New Delhi, which also has an international airport.

2003 TIGER
CENSUS PROGRAMME
A combination of diligent conservation, habitat management and a
healthy herbivore population have
resulted in Kanha Tiger Reserve
offering an ideal ecosystem for the
royal Bengal tiger.
The park's habitat, with its reliable source of prey and good
water
distribution,
encourages
good health and the right breeding
conditions for tigers, which roam
freely in the natural surroundings of
the dense forest.
Every year a census of the park's
wildlife is conducted, and the efficient techniques used at Kanha
have set the standard for other
parks
and
protected
areas
throughout India. The 2003 tiger
census was carried out between
December 23 and 29, in accordance with Project Tiger guidelines
drawn up by the Indian government.
There are basically two methods
used for conducting the census -

the pug mark and the camera trap.
The first method, which records
tiger footprints, is more popular
and gives accurate results, as well
as being less expensive than the
camera trap.
'
The expertise of field officials,
who have detailed knowledge of
tigers and their movements, is vital.
Evidence of tiger activity is determined by a combination of factors,
including samples of excreta and
territory marking, wildlife kills, footprints, the sound of roaring or other
animals' alarm calls, and direct
sightings.
Footprints in particular provide
useful indications of the sex, size,
and maturity of individual creatures. Once the initial fieldwork has
been completed, the field staff prepare a detailed map on the basis of
pugmark
tracing. This gives a
graphic illustration of the habitat,
age, sex and distribution of the
tigers, so helping in the preparation
of plans for conservation in future.
It is essential to have a sound
knowledge of the behaviour and
ecology of the tiger when conducting the census. Pug marks are most
numerous and best defined in the
wet soil near watering holes. They
can be traced using tracing paper
and a stand, or on occasions by
taking plaster casts. The site where
pug marks are to be traced is
sometimes
prepared by leaving
impression pads covered by loose
and fine dry sand on the tracks
where tigers move frequently.
The field exercise involves analysis, study and interpretation
of
plaster casts, and recording evidence of animals killed by tigers.
When the census figures have
been collated, a report is published
and the census map filled in, and
the information sent to the state
government for ratification, after
which the state's chief wildlife warden submits a report to the national wildlife authorities.
The figures gathered suggest
that the tiger population in Kanha
National Park has increased considerably as a result of excellent
conservation efforts, rising steadily
from 48 in 1976, when Project Tiger
was launched, to the 2003 total of
128.
Similar census information
is
conducted
annually
at Kanha
National Park for panther and other
endemic species.
* With thanks to Pradeep
Vasudeval F.S. for the provision and
systemisation of census information.
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An Olive Ridley turtle at

a nesting site on a beach in Orissa.
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WHAT HOPE FOR
THE OLIVE RIDLEY
TURTLE?
IT could well be a modern-day version of David versus Goliath - but
with a very different outcome.
Pitched on one side are the richest and most powerful financial and
industrial interests in India today:
the Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI)
Bank; industrial leader Larson &
Toubro (L&T) Ltd; and steel and
automobile giants the TATA group.
On the opposite side is a humble
marvel of nature called the Olive
Ridley turtle.
The battlefield is the fragile coastline of the state of Orissa in eastern
India, and the beaches at Gahirmatha, Rushikulya and Devi which
are home to the fascinating natural
phenomenon of the annual mass
nesting of the Ridleys.
The most significant bone of contention at present is the proposal
for the construction of Dhamra port
at a point bordering the Gahirmatha National Park, just a few
kilometres north of the most important turtle nesting site in the park.
This is supposed to be the largest
venue in the world for these endangered turtles, with up to half a
million nesting here every winter.
The Dhamra port project was first
proposed in 1998, and it has been
alleged that the area of BhitarkaniNPIB May 2004

By PANKAJ SEKHSARIA
ka National Park was subsequently
reduced to accommodate its construction. While the initial notification for the national park in 1988
was for an area of 367 sq kms/142
sq miles, the area included in the
park in the final notification of 1998
was less than half that figure - 142
sq kms/55 sq miles. Work was
never started and the proposal
seemed to have gone into cold
storage - until last December.
The last few months have seen
greatly increased interest in this
port project, both on the part of its
lead promoter, L&T, and the lead
financier, ICICI Bank. In February
another industrial giant, TATA, also
expressed its interest by investing
in this US$ 330 million project.
There are serious concerns about
the impact which the port project
will have on the turtles. These
include effects on the large congregations of turtles near the nesting
sites (and also the port site) before
and after mating; the disturbance
caused by the extensive prolonged
construction work; the subsequent
increase in shipping; the potential
of oil spills and chemical leaks;
and the lighting up of the port and
surrounding
areas, both during

construction and after the port has
been commissioned.
Concerned citizens and environmental groups from around the
world have recently launched a
campaign of opposition to the port
project to protect the turtles (see
www.sanctuaryasia.com)
.
"Developmental projects can find
alternative sites," they say in their
appeal. "Turtles cannot."
While the port project is being
dealt with, a new and significant
concern
has also
emerged.
Another
industrial
giant,
Reliance, has initiated offshore
exploratory
drilling for oil and
natural gas at points roughly 60
kms/37 miles east of the turtle
nesting sites at Gahirmatha and
Rushikulya.
There is, reportedly, very little
information worldwide about the
impact
of oil exploration
and
drilling on turtle populations. For
that matter, little is known about the
impact on other sensitive and vulnerable marine life. This being the
case, it is evident that the fundamental principle we must follow is
precautionary. For, as in the case of
the port project, while oil and gas
could certainly
be found elsewhere, the turtles have nowhere
else to go to nest.
The David of the legendary tale is
said to have won the day with his
humble sling. His modern-day
equivalent,
it would seem, can
have no such hope.
* PANKAJ SEKHSARIA is a member of the environmental
action
group, Kalpavriksh. He edits the bimonthly newsletter, Protected Area
Update, which carries news and
information from wildlife sanctuaries and national parks in India and
South Asia. He can be contacted at
pankajs@vsnl.com
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sweden

STORE MOSSE
OPEHS HEW
VISITOR CEHTRE
by JOHAN ROVA,
National Park Manager,
Jonkoping County Administrative Board.
LATE last year, Store Mosse National Park in southern
Sweden opened its new visitor centre with an exhibition
which has inspired schoolchildren, tourists and local
residents to enjoy the natural and cultural history of the
area. Giant glass panels and birds modelled in steel
wire describe the history of the huge raised bog and
wetland areas which form the national park.
Our aim was to make an alternative exhibition, trying
to avoid the traditional format found in many other visitor centres. For this reason we have banned mounted
birds, and have tried to keep the number of natural
exhibits to a minimum. The purpose of the visitor centre
isn't to bring nature indoors, but to inspire the visitor to
go out and explore the natural world. By blending
humour and local traditional crafts with information
about nature and culture, our aim is to attract visitors

who otherwise would not have known about the national park.
A contact with the regional crafts counsellor revealed
that the area around the park had a strong tradition in
making hooks and eyes, whisks and other small household items out of steel wire. So we thought: if the national park is known for its birds, and the region is known
for its steel wire crafts, why not illustrate the birds in the
visitor centre exhibition by making them out of steel
wire? No-one would ever have seen that before. We
have been proved right: the exhibition has already
attracted a lot of attention from crafts enthusiasts
across Sweden.
In the same way, we have tried to make the main
information panels as simple to read and as much fun
as possible. Here, our primary aim is to give visitors a
good time, because we believe that amused visitors are
more receptive to other information. Even if they don't
bother to seek out environmental facts, they will at least
take home happy memories of their visit.
However, this doesn't mean that there are no hard
facts in the exhibition - merely that, instead of printing
slabs of data all over the walls, we have tried to present
the text more discreetly. Connected to each exhibition
screen are factsheets which tell the visitor in more detail
about the topics covered. The idea is to target the facts
only at interested visitors - such as local students
making
a thematic
visit to the national
park.
Uninterested visitors would just be bored by too many
facts being thrust in their faces - it's better to keep
them fascinated by the photographs and wire birds in

uk
ESTABLISHED in 1951, the
Lake District National Park
encompasses
an area of
north-west England containing mountains, glaciated valleys, lakes, tarns, native
broadleaf woodland, working
farms
and villages
that
extends
over
2,292
sq
km/885 sq miles.
Within the park there are 201
ancient monuments, six national
nature reserves,
123 Sites of
Special Scientific Interest and 654
sq km/252 sq miles of cultivated
farmland. Made famous by the
poetry of William Wordsworth and
the children's
books of Beatrix
Potter, the park attracts 14 million
visitors annually.
The Lake District Visitor Centre
on
the
eastern
shore
of
Windermere - one of 10 centres
operated by the National Park
Authority
is
housed
at
Brockhole, a large country house
built in the late 1890s by a wealthy
silk merchant.
It stands in 12
hectares/30 acres of grounds containing formal gardens laid out in
10

Brockho/e visitor centre, in England's Lake District.

TEMPTlttG BACK
MISSlttG VISITORS
by STEWART BONNEY
Edwardian times, woodland walks,
an adventure playground and a
lakeside jetty used by boats offering sight-seeing cruises.
When it was opened in 1969,
Brockhole was the UK's first national park visitor centre.
Tim Haley, now the National Park
Authority's
Operations
Manager,
spent 10 years in charge of the
Brockhole
visitor
centre.
He

explained that due to the growth in
competing
tourist
attractions,
annual visitor numbers at the Centre had fallen from a peak of
180,000 in the mid-1970s to around
110,000 by the late 1980s.
"In 1992 we undertook a firststage refurbishment which included enlarging and relocating the
centre's cafe but in 1996 we succeeded in attracting a £765,000
Heritage Lottery Fund grant, to
invest primarily in the way we
NPIB May 2004

VISITOR
the exhibition, leaving them to read
the small print later if something more
interesting catches their attention.
The professional visitor has access
to microscopes, a peat drill and other
equipment provided by the visitor
centre for scientific or educational
use. A small but well-equipped library
offers books with topics ranging from
advanced lichen identification to a
children's introduction to insects.
The exhibition features a sequence
of large screen-printed glass panels
which describe, one thousand years
at a time, how layer after layer of peat
has formed since the latest Ice Age
melted away about 15,000 years ago.
Each screen (or "chapter") begins
with a riddle, the answer to which is
found by studying the photos and words presented
there.
In the ceiling, giant pollen carved in wood illustrates
the order in which trees and shrubs invaded the land
after the Ice Age. Burned into the floor are the footprints of mammals, again arranged in the order in
which they migrated north to the region. Through small
holes in the printed glass the visitor is introduced to
birds, plants and human activities characteristic of the
area during the time span of the relevant panel. Here,
we have tried to show plants and birds which are still to
be found in the national park. A historic trail is later
~

Tim Haley: "Our centres are a
powerful way of communicating
directly with visitors.
NPIB May 2004
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Above: the new visitor centre at Store Mosse.
Below: one of the steel wire sculptures which reflect
local skills.

interpret the national park to visitors. Also at that time we started to
work much more closely with partner organisations,
including the
National Trust, Forest Enterprise,
English Nature, the Environment
Agency, United Utilities (formerly
North West Water), the Freshwater
Biological Association and Cumbria Wildlife Trust.
"They contributed funding and
we spent just over £1 m to create a
number
of exhibitions,
each
designed
to attract a different
audience.
We have a Magic
Carpet Ride which gives visitors a
'bird's
eye view' of the Lake
District's superb scenery; an exhibition area which interprets the
work we and our partnership
organisations do; and a state-ofthe-art exhibition provided by the
Department of Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) which
highlights a range of sustainability
issues using touch screens, interactive displays and an electronic
quiz."
Prior
to
1992
visitors
to
Brockhole were charged a small
entrance fee. That year, as an
experimental trial, free admission
was introduced
and a charge
levied for using the centre's

extensive car park. Visitor figures
increased by 50,000 and the policy
has remained
unchanged
ever
since.
"The car park charge is £4 a day,
but of course for anyone arriving
here by boat, on foot or by bicycle,
there is no charge for all the attractions we offer. In addition to the
gardens
and woodland
walks,
these include a cafe which specialises in serving local produce, a
book and gift shop, a film theatre
and an information desk.
"Brockhole has never been selffinancing, but income generated
from the cafe, car park and shop
helps significantly offset the costs
of running the centre. The cost of
running our 10 centres is in excess
of £500,000 a year, but the National
Park Authority accepts that this is a
necessary cost for providing an
important service. The fact that we
reach 10 per cent of our visitors,
1.4 million people a year, is a great
achievement because we feel that
our centres are a powerful way of
communicating
directly with visitors, to help them appreciate and
enjoy the national park and understand what is special and fragile
about the area."
Karen Carter, the National Park
11
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planned, where visitors can see for themselves what the
landscape could have looked like at various stages of
its evolution.
The building which houses the visitor centre is also
worth a visit for its architecture, inspired by the old barns
which once were used for drying peat in the area. A long,
airy building flooded with light, and with strict perpendicular surfaces throughout, it is constructed as a bridge,
anchored to the ground at only four points. Norway
spruce and glass are practically the only materials used
in the construction, and we have made an effort to avoid
aluminium, paint, glass wool and any other components
with a doubtful influence on the environment.

Getting to grips with one of the microscopes.

VISITOR CENTRE FACTS

The library at Store Masse visitor centre.
Authority's south area information
centre manager, revealed that people coming to Brockhole spent an
average of two to three hours on a
visit. She added: "Our busiest centre is in Keswick which has 450,000
visitors a year, but many only go
there for tourist information, to seek
accommodation
information or to
find out where the nearest toilets
are! The challenge is to engage
those people and help them to discover more about the national
park.
"Unlike national parks in some
countries, we do not have a limited number of entry points, and a
common question we are asked
particularly by overseas visitors - is where the park starts.
They don't
realise
they
are
already in it."
In addition to providing administration offices for the national
park's southern area management
and rangers, the visitor centre
employs 20 full-time staff during
the main summer season, and has
its own education centre where the
Field Studies Council provides programmes for 15,000 schoolchildren every year.
Brockhole will also host some of
this year's 900-plus events organ12

Architecture and exhibition design: White Arkitekter,
Goteborq,
Head of project: Jonkopinq County Administrative Board.
Costs: building (including planning) €890,000, exhibition
(including planning) €330,000.
Finance: Swedish Environmental Protection Agency; the
counties of Gislaved, Gnos]o, Vaggeryd and Vamamo;
the private fund Sparbanksstiftelsen Alfa; Jonkopinq
County Administrative Board.
Most information in the exhibition is translated into
German and English.
Website: www.f.lst.se. search for "naturum".
Telephone: (+46) 370 23792; fax: (+46) 370 22844.
E-mail: storemosse@f.lst.se

One of the exhibition areas at the Brockhole visitor centre.
ised by the National Park Authority,
ranging from guided walks and
archaeology
days to three-daylong historic re-enactments.
Many of these events are led by
members of the Authority's 300strong Voluntary Warden Service
who also assist with patrols, guided walks, wall repairs, tree planting, litter collection and footpath
repairs.
An attraction for many of the

park's 14 million annual visitors is
the opportunity to walk or cycle on
its 3,550 km/2,205 mile rights of
way network, and a major challenge for the park's management is
footpath maintenance and repair.
To help finance this work, walking-boot
manufacturer,
Hawkshead, has agreed to donate £1
from each sale, and to date over
£265,000 has been raised for footpath repairs.
NPIB May 2004
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STEWARDSHIP OF
EARLV SETTLERS
by LEE TERZIS,
Cultural Resources Programme Manager, Acadia National Park.
IN June 2003, an international team
of scientists arrived on a remote
island
in Washington
County,
Maine, to re-bury the remains of
individuals from an ill-fated 17thcentury settlement.
Saint Croix Island, which lies on
the Canadian border, was settled in
1604 by members of a French
expedition led by Pierre Dugua,
who had been granted oversight of
Acadia (New France) by King
Henry IV of France. Seventy-nine
members of the expedition, including Samuel Champlain, passed the
severe winter of 1604-05 on the
island. Thirty-five settlers died and
were buried in a small island cemetery. Some human remains were
selectively removed by archaeologists in 1969 for further study.
Saint Croix Island is now managed by Acadia National Park in
Maine. The island is of cultural significance to the Canadians and the
French, and also lies within the
ancestral lands of the Wabanaki
people. Various ceremonies are
planned in connection with the
site's quadricentennial in 2004.
The decision by the National Park
Service to re-bury human remains
from the Saint Croix settlement of
1604 presented a myriad of opportunities and challenges. It combined two seemingly contradictory
modes in the treatment of the
dead: the ethics of re-burial in a
culturally sensitive manner with the
science of a modern forensic
examination. The primary goal was
to respectfully return these 400year-old remains to their final resting place - a wind-swept island
which would later mark a boundary
between nations. A secondary goal
was to collect detailed forensic
data on the earliest known group of
17th-century Europeans buried in
North America.
The need to achieve consensus
on
this
approach
with
the
Canadians,
French, Tribes and
First Nations created new friendships and opportunities for scientific collaboration. Conducting fieldwork on an international boundary
NPIB May 2004

also required co-ordination
with
local, state and federal agencies.
Issues relating to security, access
to the island, information sharing
and
public
relations
were
addressed.
The remote location of Saint
Croix Island itself also presented a
few logistical challenges. The Saint
Croix River is a tidal estuary which
empties into the Bay of Fundy, and
the island is accessible only by
boat at high tide. It is bordered by
rugged cliffs often buffeted by thick
fog or battered by gusty winds.
However, these challenges were
all met with the collaboration and
support of many committed people, and the re-burial fieldwork was
completed in a month. Each individual was carefully exposed and
studied by the forensic team, and
each missing bone replaced in its
original location within the grave.
During the fieldwork, a tooth was
-r

removed from each grave for later
DNA analysis. A thorough study of
bones and teeth will provide information on the age, diet, and
pathologies of each person. The
CT scan data of selected bones will
aid in facial reconstruction of one
of the men, allowing scientists to literally recreate the face of history.
Research team members are also
busy exploring avenues for additional research in Canada and
France.
The data collected from the project will provide a glimpse into the
lives of men which began with
hope on one continent and ended
in tragedy on another. Fortunately,
Samuel Champlain kept a journal,
giving us clues about life on Saint
Croix Island during the bitter winter
of 1604-5.
We know these men suffered
from scurvy,
malnutrition
and
exposure, and the archaeological
record
bears witness
to this.
Unfortunately,
we do not know
the names of the sailors, craftsmen and noblemen who lost their
lives and were buried far from
home. The challenge was, and is,
to find out who these men were,
where they came from, and how
they lived. It is hoped that this
project will foster new cross-border relationships
for years to
come.

The international team of scientists dig into the historic soil of Saint Croix
Island.
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new ealedonia

PACIFIC ISLAtiDS
WITH A UtllQUE
ECOSVSTEM
The isolated geographical position of the cluster of islands forming New
Caledonia, together with special geological features and climatic stability,
have combined to give this French overseas territory in the South Pacific a
remarkable and quite exceptional biodiversity.
This article focuses on the Parc Provincial de la Riviere Bleue, situated in
the Massif du Sud in the extreme south of the main island of Grande Terre,
40 km/25 miles south-east of the capital, Noumee. It explains why biologists
consider this to be an invaluable site for the study of New Caledonia's exceptional flora and fauna, and the steps being taken to maintain a balance
between amenity and conservation needs.

A DRAMATIC LANDSCAPE
NEW Caledonia's
story began
some 80 million years ago when a
fragment of land broke away from
the old southern super-continent of
Gondwana. It drifted east from
what is now north-east Australia
until, some 40 million years later, it
collided with land from the Pacific
Oceanic crust to form the ancient
core of the principal island, Grande
Terre, and its surrounding islets.
Humid tropical climatic conditions weathered the exposed, highly fractured peridotite rock generating lateritic (ultramafic) soils composed
of iron oxide and

hydroxide
together
with nickel,
cobalt and chromite - and specific landscape features ranging from
jagged mountain crests to wide
wetland depressions and fossilised
iron crust plateaux.
The 9,000 ha/35 sq mile park,
which was first designated
a
Territorial Park in 1980, adjoins a
5,878 ha/22 sq mile nature reserve
closed to the public and a 4,480
ha/17 sq mile Special Botanical
Reserve, and is part of the 16,000
ha/62 sq mile Haute Yate Special
Flora and Fauna Reserve.
The jewel in the park's crown,

Foret Noyee, "the drowned forest", at Haute Yate. The white trunks of dead
gum trees emerge from the lake created by the construction
of a
hydroelectric dam in 1958.
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located on the lower slopes of the
Riviere Bleue valley, is one of the
island's last surviving areas of
dense
evergreen
rainforest
in
which 82% of the flora, ranging
from mosses and ferns to lichens
and orchids, are endemic.
Once
extensive
throughout
Grande Terre, the rainforests are
now rare as a result of human
impact which
began with the
seizure of the island by Napoleon
III in 1853, and the establishment of
a penal colony which led to more
than 22,000 French convicts being
shipped to the island to work in
plantations and nickel mines.
Further extensive loss followed
when, in 1911, several hundred
French settlers were given large
tracts of land on Grande Terre to
establish cattle stations, plantations and mines, and the indigenous Kanak people were moved
onto tribal reserves.
Prior to the formation
of the
Province Sud botanical reserves,
logging, bush fires and mining all
contributed
to extensive habitat
loss, and large areas of burned
rainforest margins were reduced to
savannah and scrubland.
The island's lateritic soils, rich in
iron and magnesium but deficient
in minerals such as calcium, phosphate and nitrogen, support vegetation known as maquis minier,
which contains a high number of
endemic
species.
The woody
herbaceous scrub widely found in
the Riviere Bleue area is mainly
secondary
maquis which represents a stage in the regeneration of
ancient forest destroyed by repeated burning.
In contrast, the genuine shrubby
NPIB May 2004

Forestier), in collaboration with the
Caledonian
Ornithology
Society
(SCO), began a captive breeding
programme.
This
programme,
managed by the Province Sud government, has since attracted international support and the involvement of zoos in Japan, California,
Germany and France.
Between 1977 and 1993, 109
chicks were hatched in captivity
with a 63% survival rate, and
between 1993 and 1997 each of
the captive breeding pairs were
producing two young per year.
Young adults are released into
the Riviere Bleue park in areas

Above: the new headquarters
Provincialde la Riviere Bleue.
VANUATU

where feral cats and dogs - the
predators largely responsible for
the
forest-floor-nesting
kagu's
decline
are
controlled.
Population counts, aided by the
bird's loud and distinctive dawn
call which has been likened to a
dog barking, have shown that their
numbers increased from a mere 60
in 1982 to 450 by 1999. Now the
population
is thought
to have
reached 600 and considered safe
from extinction, but is still given
special attention by the park's staff
including
ornithologist
Yves
Letocart, who has been involved in
kagu conservation from the outset.
~
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maquis which grows on iron-rich
gravel and soils is composed of
groups of low, sun-loving plants
which are only present on some hilltops and at low altitude. In many
cases they have developed strategies to flourish in these infertile and
toxic mineral soils, and include carnivorous sundew and pitcher plants.
The level of plant endemism in these
maquis areas is a remarkable 89%.
Many birds including
the
whistling eagle-kite, rufous whistler,
yellow-breasted
warbler,
greyeared honeyeater, New Caledonian
friarbird and the flightless kagu are endemic to New Caledonia.
The national emblem of New
Caledonia, the kagu had faced
extinction due to habitat loss and
predation prior to being given legal
protection
in 1977 and CITES
Appendix I listing.
In that year the Nournea Zoological Gardens (Pare Zoologique et
NPIB May 2004

Above: Visitors read a bird information board on the wooden walkway at the
giant kauri site. Below: an aerial view of Yate artificial lake.
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TOURISM ON

THE INCREASE
DESPITE the long journey required
by many travellers to reach New
Caledonia,
tourism
has grown
throughout the last decade and the
figure of 30,000 visitors the park
now attracts is expected to grow
considerably in the years ahead.
With this in mind, the Province
Sud government drew up a 10year master plan in 1996 which
has as its principal objectives the
control of public access to protect
the natural environment; securing
the values of special and fragile
sites; informing and educating the
public; provision of facilities for
scientific research; and the study
and conservation of original natural habitats.
Joseph Manaute, assistant to the
head of the Terrestrial Parks and
Reserves Service, who is in charge
of the provincial park's office, said:
"This plan will give the park
increased visitor capacity. New
walking tracks and information
sites are being created to raise the
quality of visitor facilities to international tourist standards.
At the
same time we are balancing amenity use with environmental protection by setting aside areas of the
park as sanctuaries for plants and
animals."
Access to the park and its existing 70 km/43 miles of walking
tracks and 33 easily accessible picnic areas is controlled by staff at
the park entrance. Understandably,
fire prevention is a high priority in
the .park: campaigns are run regularly to educate the public, and fire
safety advice is given to all visitors,
Sites where campfires are permitted are located some distance from
vegetation,
and park staff are
trained and equipped to fight fire in
its early stages,
A number
of research
programmes are currently being carried out by the Province Sud
authorities, including a major project to list and study all the bird
species in the park.
The New Caledonia Research
Institute for Development (IRD) is
undertaking a series of specialised
studies relating to the diversity of
plants and animals in the park, One
involves the little fire ant, which was
introduced from South America in
the 1970s, It is hoped that the study
will lead to an eradication programme using biodegradable poison,
16

Measuring an Araucaria rulei' tree at Ouenerou, near the park entrance,

RARE AND EXOTIC TREES
NEW Caledonia is the home of four
conifer genera and 43 species, representing
7% of the world's
conifers. Of these, three of the genera and all of the species are
endemic.
The most imposing
conifers found on Grande Terre are
the columnar
pine (Araucaria
columnaris) and the kauri (Agathis
lanceolata) .
With 13 of the 19 described
species of Araucaria, the island is
the world's hotspot for the genus.
Easily recognisable by their height
- up to 60 m/200 feet - and slender shape, with slim branches
extending
horizontally
from the
trunk in whorls, they grow naturally
in dense stands In extreme locations such as steep slopes and
high rocky ridges exposed to
strong winds.
The genus is an ancient survivor
of a flora which existed 230 million
years ago, and genetic studies
have shown they are very closely
related to Araucaria cunninghamii,
found in Australia and New Guinea.
The Araucaria collection in the
park at Ouenarou comprises 10 of
the 13 New Caledonian species

and three of the five exotic species,
making it the largest collection of
the genus in the world.
The largest surviving kauri found
in New Caledonia stands in the
heart of the park. More than 45
m/150 feet tall with a trunk measuring 2.7 m/S.S feet in diameter, it is
estimated to be more than 1,000
years old.
A close relative of the columnar
pine, the kauri has 20 species
worldwide of which five are endemic to New Caledonia. Its trunk is
uniformly cylindrical with thin reddish bark that peals off in flakes,
revealing salmon-coloured
young
bark beneath. The cut bark of the
tree produces a milky resin which
was used as a varnish by local pottery makers and, when dried, can
be used for tinder and an antiseptic.
Used by the Kanak tribes to
make large war canoes, the kauri
was heavily exploited in the 19th
century and used for the construction of colonial houses. Intensive
logging, which began in the early
20th century, continued into the
1960s.
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AN ABUNDANCE
OF INSECTS
THE insect life of New Caledonia
is rich and diverse, with most
species endemic to the island.
Many of the species are ancient
forms which have survived on
New Caledonia for 60 million
years since the break-up of
Gondwana. Often the closest
relatives of New Caledonian
insects are found in Australia,
especially on the high mountains of northern Queensland.
Lowland tropical rainforests
around the world are known to
have the richest insect faunas,
so it is not surprising that the
forests at Riviere Bleue are
abundant in insects. Birds are
very efficient
predators
of
insects, which means there has
been strong evolutionary pressure on insects to become
highly camouflaged - and in
turn means that they are difficult for humans to find. One
way to see lots of insects in the
forest is to visit with a torch at
night when many of them are
active.
Insects provide many useful
functions
in tropical forests.
Most eat leaves, so they help to
recycle nutrients into the soil.
Others do the same with the
dung and dead bodies of animals. Some are predators of
other insects. Without all these
vital functions our forests would
become unhealthy.

Order ORTHOPTERA, Family
Tettigoniidae, giant palm katydid
(90 mm/33/4 inches long).
These, the largest insects in
New Caledonia, feed on the
leaves of palms and pandanus.
Some can be pests of coconut
trees. This specimen is a male.
Males 'sing' loudly at night to
attract females, rubbing
the
base of their wings together.
Their 'ears' are the openings
which are visible on the front
legs of the specimen in the photograph.
NPIB May 2004

Cars cross the bridge across a section of Yate artificial lake: access to motor
vehicles is strictly limited in the provincial park.

,
LA RIVIERE BLEUE: A
GOVERNMENT VIEWPOINT

by PIERRE BRETEGNIER,
First Vice-President, South Province, New Caledonia.
ON the care being taken to belance conservation
needs and
environmental
protection
with
the expected growth in international tourism:
BALANCING conservation
needs
and environment protection, while
allowing public access to New
Caledonia's natural heritage, has
always been a major priority for the
South Province government.
There is increasing tourist interest in New Caledonia and in the
South Pacific region in general. In
places where the natural habitat
can sustain tourism, the South
Province government endeavours
to provide the public with adequate
amenities to ensure an enjoyable
and educational experience. The
objective is to create access and
facilities in a way which manages
public use, balancing the needs of
conservation and tourism.
Certain areas are too fragile to
accommodate amenities such as
walking and cycle tracks, or even
to be open to any public use.
These areas are, and will remain,
sanctuaries from which the public
is excluded (for example, the strict
terrestrial
nature
reserve
of
Montagne des Sources, and Yves
Merlet strict marine nature reserve).

Through promotional
material,
the South Province government
aims to heighten public awareness
of the environment and to foster
environmentally-friendly
behaviour
by New Caledonia's
public and
tourists. The protection of our special biodiversity is in the hands of
park visitors. There is a special
code of conduct for all park visitors
to follow in order to preserve the
fragile balance between tourism
and the environment, and some
essential rules for visitors are strictIy enforced. These actions go a
long way toward preserving the
New Caledonian natural heritage
for future generations.
ON the park's (Pare Provincial de
la Riviere Bleue) exceptional
plant and animal biOdiversity:
THE Parc Provincial de la Riviere
Bleue is representative of the original and special biodiversity found
on the ultramafic Massif du Sud.
The broad range of natural habitats
within its boundaries - from wetlands and rivers to shrubland and
rainforest - harbour most of the
plant species known from the
southern ultramafic area. The rainforest is habitat for a rich diversity
of reptiles (geckos and skinks),
birds and insects.

Furthermore, since the 1980s the
park has been the key site for the
recovery programme for the kagu.
This programme owes its success to the South Province government's commitment to save New
Caledonia's national emblem, and
to the dedication of the park staff
who work hard to meet the recovery programme's objectives.
In addition to these immediate
conservation objectives, the park is
a great educational asset for popularising conservation, scientific and
natural history information, particularly through permanent displays in
the park's information centre (/a
Maison du pare) and along several
dedicated nature trails which are
provided with information panels.
ON the long-term hopes of being
given internationallUCN recognition or World Heritage Site status.
NEW Caledonia is a small island
(19,000 sq km/7,336 sq miles), yet
on a global scale it has extraordinarily high biodiversity and is considered a biodiversity hotspot for
conservation action. It also has
250,000 inhabitants, of which 68%
live in the South Province, a rapidly-developing economy and highlydeveloped standard of living.
In this context, and considering
the conservation and environmental issues, the South Province government has faced this complex situation by carefully managing protected areas created under local
legislation, and by concentrating its
efforts on areas where human
activities and development are likely to have the greatest impact.
The South Province government
has managed its protected areas
for many decades now and, based
on this experience, is carefully considering the merits of international
IUCN recognition or World Heritage
Site status for the Parc Provincial
de la Riviere Bleue. Applications for
either of these ran kings must be
supported by detailed and thorough scientific assessments
something which would take time
and resources that the government
cannot
afford
right
now.
Furthermore, in the longer term,
such rankings would generate a
significant increase in tourist use,
with consequent implications for
management
and
resources.
Conscious of these facts and with a
common-sense
approach,
the
South
Province
government
presently favours pragmatic and
local actions, but it would evaluate
concrete proposals
if they are
forthcoming.
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WESCANA TASK FORCE
MEMBERS of the West and Central
Asia and North Africa (WESCANA)
5th Regional Conservation Forum,
held in Amman last month, created
a task force to develop and co-ordinate the collective WESCANA input
and prepare for the IUCN World
Conservation Congress in Bangkok
this November.
Speaking at the Forum's closing
session,
IUCN
Director-Global
Programme, Dr William Jackson,
said: "The region faces big challenges. However, as was reconfirmed at this forum, it also pos-

sesses the knowledge and skills to
face up to those challenges.
"We have learned more about
the progressive work being done
on the creation and management
of Protected Area systems, and
the region
is well known for
being able to come to agreement
on a particularly
contentious
issue transboundary
sharing
of water."
A new regional WESCANA office
is being established
in Amman,
hosted by the Jordanian Ministry of
Environment.

peru

WILDLIFE IN AMAZONIA
THE VI International Conference on
Wildlife Management in Amazonia
and Latin America is to be held
in Iquitos, capital city of the Peruvian Amazon, between September
5 and 10.
The organisers,
the National
University of the Peruvian Amazon,
the Durrell Institute of Conservation
and Ecology
(DICE), and the
Wildlife Conservation Society, welcome and invite the participation of
a wide audience including profes-

sionals, students, local communities, NGOs, government representatives and the general public.
Discussions
and presentations
will consider the advances made
for conservation and the lessons
learnt in the design, development,
implementation, methods and management
plans for wildlife
in
Amazonia and Latin America.
For further information, visit the
conference website at:
www.vicongreso.com.pe

•
spain

MEDITERRANEAN PROTECTION
MARINE law experts considered
the subject of improved governance of the Mediterranean Sea at
a two-day workshop
hosted by
IUCN's Centre for Mediterranean
Co-operation and the Total Foundation in Malaga.
The workshop, held in partnership with the IUCN Environmental
Law and Marine Programmes,
involved discussions on ways to

improve the protection
of High
Seas zones which represent
80% of the Mediterranean Sea through
closer
co-operation
between neighbouring states, and
harmonisation of protection measures such as the creation of
Marine Protected Areas and extension of fish protection
zones
beyond
the
existing
12-mile
limit.

usa

CONSERVATION COURSE
CONSERVATION Strategy Fund has
announced that its 6th annual international training course, Economic
Tools for Ecosystem Management,
will be held at Stanford University,
California from August 15-28.
The course
is designed
for
developing
country conservation

professionals, such as managers of
conservation programmes and protected areas, directors of NGOs
and representatives of public environment agencies.
For further information visit the
website at:
www. conservation-strategy.org/Training/lntl
NPIB May 2004
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Geelong will be the venue for IMPAC1 in October.
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PROTECTING MARINE AREAS
IMPAC1, the First International
Marine Protected Area Congress,
will be held this year at Geelong,
near Melbourne, from October 23 to
27. It is to be co-hosted by the World
Commission on Protected Areas,
Parks Victoria and the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority, with
support from the IUCN, Department
of
Environment
& Heritage
(Australia), National Oceans Office
(Australia)
and the Australian
Fisheries Management Authority.
These organisations
form the
Congress Organising Committee.
This global conference will discuss World Parks Congress (2003)
resolutions relevant to marine protected areas to assist their widespread adoption and implementation, and will also address the World
Commission on Protected Areas'
marine goal and primary themes.
The objectives of IMPAC1 are to:
• embrace the entire global range
of marine
protected
areas
(MPAs) , including - but not limited to inshore (integrated
coastal
zone
management),
deep water, high seas and
remote locations;
• develop a blueprint for partnerships between MPA managers,
management agencies, coastal
communities and industries reliant
on marine resources to ensure
that marine protected areas are
sustained into the future;
• provide examples or models of
best practice approaches
for
biodiversity
and
ecological
processes through the management of marine protected areas;
NPIB May 2004

by JOHN SENIOR,
Manager Strategic Partnerships,
Parks Victoria.
• address important or emerging
issues affecting or likely to affect
the future existence, values and
qualities of MPAs, and to explore
innovative approaches and possible solutions to enable effective
management of these issues.
The principal focus of IMPAC1
has been agreed as "the contribution of marine protected areas for
sustaining marine eco-systems".
In formulating the programme, five
key themes for discussion have
been identified:
1. Developing comprehensive and
representative MPA networks;
2. Ensuring
sustainability
and
maximising resilience;
3. Understanding
ecosystem
structure and processes;
4. Ensuring management
effectiveness of MPAs; and
5. Effective community
involvement.
It is intended that the programme provides for a variety of
presentations,
discussions
and.
workshop opportunities to enable
delegate participation and contribution. Poster papers will also be
accepted and recorded in the proceedings, and made available to
stage a participants'
exhibition
and a poster display.
In order to develop the pro-
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gramme it has been decided to
select co-ordinators for each of
the five themes to co-ordinate and
prepare their respective theme
session
programme
element.
They are being encouraged to
develop a number of discussion
and/or issues papers as well as
key presentations. Each co-ordinator will work in conjunction with
expert working groups (selected
both by themselves and by recommendation
from the congress
organising
committee)
and will
establish criteria for a 'call for
papers' within their respective
focus. In addition, four issue coordinators
are similarly
being
appointed to lead consideration of
their particular cross-cutting issue
within each theme, during the
preparation period as well as at
the Congress, in collaboration with
the theme co-ordinators.
This
approach is based on a format
successfully used for a number of
the streams at the 2003 World
Parks Congress .
At this stage Achim Steiner,
Director General IUCN and Sylvia
Earle, world famous oceanographer and marine
biologist
and
National Geographic's Explorer-inResidence, have agreed to be
keynote speakers.
Two optional pre- and post-congress technical tours are being
planned: to Victoria's new representative Marine National Parks
and Queensland's
Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority is also considering
hosting a specific MPA management workshop
in Townsville,
Queensland, after the Congress.
It is hoped that between 500 and
700 delegates
will attend the
Congress in its unique- venue the Deakin University Waterfront
Campus at Geelong, set in historic
woolstores,
creatively
redeveloped and transformed while maintaining many features of its former
use.
A
professional
conferenceorganising company (ASNEvents)
has been appointed,
a first
announcement
brochure distributed and a website established
(www.impacongress.org)
which is
regularly updated.

MED-5 WORKSHOP and THE MALIBU
DECLARATION - Turn to Page 22.
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FISHERMEN MOUNT
BLOCKADE OF
RESEARCH STATION
A PROTEST blockade mounted by local fishermen resulted in staff and
visiting researchers being trapped for nine days inside the compound
housing the Charles Darwin Research Station and the administrative
headquarters of Galapagos National Park on the island of Santa Cruz.
. Police admitted they were unable to break up the protest and the
blockade was only lifted following two days of negotiations between the
fishermen's leaders and the Ecuador Minister of Environment.
In an interview with NPIB, PETER KRAMER, President of the Charles
Darwin Foundation and a long-serving, senior figure in WWF International,
described what happened during the protest and gave background
details about the problems that have seen tension mount between conservationists and Galapagos fishermen.

Above: the fishermen's blockade
provided no direct threat to the
giant tortoise or marine iguana, but
long-line fishing can sometimes
trap albatrosses (below) with the
catch.
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"EVERYBODY who lives on the campus was allowed to leave, but not
allowed to return home, and those
who live outside the compound
were prevented from going to work.
Some threats were made to invade
the research station, and there were
some indications that this might
have happened.
Police actually
found bottles which had been transformed into Molotov cocktails, but
there was no direct violence.
"The blockade lasted nine days
and unfortunately the police did not
feel capable of intervening. They

actually told staff to leave the station as they were unable to protect
them. Even when the minister and
a representative of the President of
Ecuador came to talk to the fishermen no order was re-established,
and the blockade was only ended
when both sides signed a paper
containing 18 points to be looked
at and negotiated."
However, Peter Kramer played
down press reports that the blockade had endangered the research
station and national park joint giant
tortoise breeding programme.
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The Galapagos Islands: scene of
"While it is absolutely true that
food was prevented from being
brought in - and that sounds dramatic - the giant tortoise will survive for a considerable time without
food.
"Subsequently, a new minister
has been appointed who is not
only a very capable person but
also the head of the national park
and a major player in the supervision of the Galapagos
Marine
Reserve. He immediately talked to
everyone involved and will now be
in a much better position to negotiate with all parties.
"It is undeniable that there is real
tension between what conservationists think is right and what the
fishermen want, which is fewer fishing restrictions.
"The history of the problem is
complex and grew in three stages.
A small fishing fleet developed in
the first half of the last century,
largely to meet outside demand for
dried, salted white fish, and for
decades there was stability. Then
in the 1970s lobster fishing began
and vessels came in with the
capacity to freeze catches for
export quickly.
"The third stage which started
about 10 years ago, meeting the
lucrative demand for sea cucumbers and shark fins, is now massive
and that has changed everything."
During the same period, the main
port of Puerto Ayora on Santa Cruz
island, which had fewer than 100
NPIB May 2004

a current argument between fishermen and conservetionists.

inhabitants in the 1950s, today has
a population of more than 10,000,
many of them refugees from the
urban
squalor
of
mainland
Ecuador.
The total population of the Galapagos islands is more than 19,000
and growing by 6% each year.
"The local fisheries are also driven by the influx of young people
who want to make a living and feed
their families. Middle men lend
them money to buy a boat and an
outboard engine, and they payoff
their debt with dried sea cucumbers. Unlike traditional fishermen in
other parts of the Pacific, they often
don't understand talk about sustainable fisheries. Many of them
don't accept the need for restrictions in a marine reserve, for
quotas or the need for complete
protection zones.
"What compounds the problem
significantly here is that in the past
the fishermen have been promised
that they would be found jobs in
tourism and given incentives to
move on to other jobs, but it has
never really happened.
"So what we experienced
in
February is the result of the fishermen's frustration. A solution must
be found to help them make a living, while at the same time making
sure that if they are given other
jobs hundreds more people will not
move in to take their places. A system has to be set up which
includes immigration
restrictions

and controls that will make the
Galapagos fisheries sustainable."
At present,
the 45,000
sq
km/17,375 sq mile marine reserve
(slightly
larger
in area than
Switzerland) within and around the
13 large islands and more than 40
islets that make up the Galapagos,
imposes a 40-mile exclusion zone
around the archipelago to prevent
fishing by all except local fishermen who are permitted to fish
according to certain rules.
One bone of contention is a ban
on long-line fishing, which the
islands' fishermen want removed
while conservationists
insist it
should remain.
"Anyone who recognises that a
viable fishery needs to be sustainable is critical
of long lining
because the by-catch is so huge. It
never amounts to less than 40-50%
and sometimes can be up to 80%
and can include sea turtles, albatrosses and sharks. There is no
legal fishing for sharks in the
Galapagos, but the money to be
made from shark fins is so enormous that illegal shark fishing is a
serious problem.
"If
fishing
restrictions
are
removed and illegal fishing not
halted, the Galapagos fisheries will
be destroyed and with it the livelihood of these people. We are fighting a battle here that has already
been lost elsewhere, but that is no
reason not to continue the fight."
* pkramer@wwfinf.org
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WORKSHOP FEARS
FOR MEDITERRAHEAH
CLIMATIC REGIOHS
THE five regions of the world which
have Mediterranean-type climates
are some of the most humanimpacted environments on Earth.
This has serious consequences for
the natural systems
of these
regions, and for the many millions
of people who live in them.
Mediterranean-type
climates
have mild, rainy winters and hot,
dry summers. They are found only
in five widely separated parts of the
world:
• Australia, in southern parts of the
states of Western
Australia,
South Australia, and Victoria;
• the USA, in California, with small
adjacent sections of Oregon and
the Mexican
state
of Baja
California;
• Chile's central zone;
• South Africa, the Cape region;
and
• a large area centred in the
Mediterranean
Basin
which
extends through 30 countries in
north Africa, southern Europe
and west Asia.
Ecosystems
in Mediterraneantype regions are extraordinarily rich
in biodiversity.
For example,
although they cover only 2.25 per
cent of the Earth's land surface,
they contain 20 per cent of its
named vascular plant species,
ASSEMBLED in Malibu, California,
for Med-5: A Workshop to Design
an Intercontinental Programme on
Cities
and
Conservation
in
Mediterranean-type
Ecosystems,
we resource managers, scientists
and planners
from the five
Mediterranean-type regions:
CALL ON political leaders, governments at all levels, citizens,
and the private sector to:
• Expand and improve systems of
protected areas to safeguard
and restore remaining
fragments of Mediterranean-type
ecosystems in the face of urban
sprawl and climate change;
• Provide urban residents with
access to nature; and educate
citizens who live in Mediterranean-type regions about the
22

by TED TRZYNA,
Chair, Med-5 Workshop
including
over 26,000 endemic
species. Per unit of area, they face
greater immediate threats than any
other species-rich region on Earth.
Rampant urbanisation is the main
threat to biodiversity
in these
regions. It is also a major threat to
the health and well-being of the
people who live in them. The favourable climates of Mediterraneantype regions make them magnets
for migration and tourism. Although
they include 12 of the world's
hundred largest cities, most new
development is in suburbs, smaller
settlements, and resort and agricultural communities.
Lifestyles in these regions often
fail to take into account the limits
of their natural systems for
example, in building in fire-prone
woodlands,
or wasting
water.
Public
policies
and education
about the environment are often
based on locations with very different climates.
Clearly there is a positive side to
human intervention
in Mediterranean-type
environments.
For
example, there are some compact,
well-managed
towns and cities.

THE MALIBU
DECLARATION
distinctive character of their surroundings and the many benefits they derive from natural
resources;
• Promote
sustainable
cities
and adopt a comprehensive
approach to decision-making
which recognises the interdependence of cities and larger
environments.
SUPPORT the organisation of
an intercontinental programme on
cities
and
conservation
in
Mediterranean-type
ecosystems
to facilitate exchange of information and experience; train leaders;

Many traditional landscapes have
been farmed or grazed sustainably
for centuries. In some locations
prime natural areas are carefully
protected. However, degradation is
the general trend.
The Malibu
Declaration
was
adopted
on April 13, 2004 on
behalf of workshop participants by
the Organising Committee for an
Intercontinental
Programme
on
Cities
and
Conservation
in
Mediterranean-type Ecosystems:
George Davis, National Botanical
Institute, South Africa;
Joseph T. Edmiston, Santa Monica
Mountains
Conservancy,
California, USA;
Pamela
Parker,
Australian
Landscape Trust, Australia;
Bachir Raissouni, AI Akhawayn
University, Morocco;
Yoav
Sagi,
Society
for
the
Protection of Nature in Israel,
Israel;
Hernan Torres, Hernan Torres y
Asociados, Chile;
Ted Trzyna, World Commission on
Protected Areas;
John Waugh, IUCN - The World
Conservation Union.
Med-5: A Workshop to Design an
Intercontinental
Programme
on
Cities
and
Conservation
in
Mediterranean-type
Ecosystems
was hosted by the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy (a unit of
the Resources Agency of California)
at its headquarters
in Ramirez
Canyon Park, Malibu, California,
USA, on March 21-24, 2004.
The workshop was organised by
the California Institute of Public
Affairs for the World Commission
on Protected Areas of IUCN - The
World Conservation Union.
develop improved policies and
tools for management and public
education; and provide a voice for
these regions in the international
conservation community.
REGARD this programme as an
opportunity to find more effective
ways of bringing together conservationists
with urban officials,
managers, and planners to work
toward common goals ..
URGE
the
Third
World
Conservation Congress, meeting
in Bangkok, Thailand in November 2004, to recognise the importance of, and threats to, Mediterranean-type ecosystems, and call
on governments and intergovernmental organisations to proclaim
a Decade of Action to protect
them.
NPIB May 2004

Land and water are inextricably
Scotland.

linked in the Flow Country of northern

uk

SCOTLAtlD'S
FLOW COUtlTRV
DESERVES LISTltlG
by MANDY HAGGITH
THE Flow Country of Sutherland and Caithness in the far
north of Scotland is the biggest
blanket bog in the world. After a
rather chequered recent history, it is now recovering
its
natural glory as a result of a
major
peatland
ecological
restoration project.
NPIB May 2004

Under
inspired
collaborative
management it is generating social
and economic benefits for the local
community, while also playing an
important global role for its influence on climate. There is growing
pressure for the Scottish Executive
to seek international recognition of
the bog as a World Heritage Site.
The Flow Country is a 400,000

ha/1 ,545 sq miles breeding ground
for wetland birds such as the rare
(and inappropriately named) common scoter and black-throated
diver. Parts of the Flows already
have official designations at various levels, including European
Special
Protected
Area
and
Ramsar wetland site.
It has only recently been recognised in Scotland that peatlands
like the Flow Country are not only
important for biodiversity but also
for sequestering carbon from the
atmosphere,
thereby helping to
reduce the build-up of greenhouse
gases
which
cause
climate
change. This recognition
came
about as a result of alarming statistics showing that 20% of Scotland's
greenhouse gas emissions result
from damaged bogs; even more
than from vehicle emissions. The
current race to cut emission levels
has therefore led to interest in healing the bogs and helping them to
return to their natural state as carbon sinks rather than carbon
sources. The Flow Country is the
biggest experiment in how to do
this in the UK - possibly anywhere
in the world.
In Scotland, damage to bog habitats
is caused
primarily
by
drainage, either for afforestation, or
to attempt to improve the land for
agriculture. In the Flow Country,
both were the case.
In the late 1970s, the Highlands
and Islands Development Board
gave landowners - including the
original owner of the Forsinard
Estate at the heart of the Flow
Country - grants for draining the
bogs to grow barley. When the barley business failed after three
years, Forsinard was sold to an
international
forestry
company,
Fountain International. They began
selling
off land in blocks to
investors who were able to access
grants and tax breaks for afforestation. In the 1980s there were several high-profile cases of celebrities
who bought up tracts of the Flow
Country which were drained and
afforested
with
exotic
conifer
species, primarily sitka spruce and
lodgepole pine.
As a result of a bitter and vigorous campaign, awareness grew
about the negative impacts of
forestry on the wetland ecosystems, and eventually the tax breaks
stopped. Most of the undamaged
peatland has since been designated as a protected area. However,
forestry's influence, including fertilisers, increased shelter for deer,
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foxes and crows - all usually rare
on bogs, which has led to steep
declines in the wading bird populations.
Draining the bog also causes the
underlying peat to dry out, and the
vegetation that has accumulated
over long periods
of time is
exposed to air and begins to
decompose,
releasing
carbon
dioxide.
Trees accelerate
this
process, their roots pumping water
from the peat and releasing it
through transpiration.
In 1995, the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB) bought
the Forsinard Estate from Fountain
International and continues to buy
forestry
blocks.
Together
with
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH),
the Scottish government agency
responsible for nature protection,
the Scottish Forestry Commission,
Plantlife and Highlands and Islands
Enterprise, RSPB has embarked
upon a major project, funded by
the European LIFE programme, to
restore the bog ecosystems to their
natural state.
Bog restoration
involves two
main steps: cutting down the trees,
and blocking drainage ditches to
allow the bog to re-soak. Norrie
Russell, the RSPB's reserve manager, says: "We are taking emergency action to try to get the trees
out before they close canopy,
which is when they start to crack
the peat, really drawing out the
water. The longer you leave it, the
more it costs and the harder it is."
Some of the tree cutting is done
by hand, some by special forwarders with low-pressure treads
which cause minimal damage to
the ground. Most of the trees are
used to fill up the ditches, and
dams are constructed to block the
main drainage channels. The bog
then begins to return to wetness,
and sphagnum moss soon colon ises the
tree-blocked
ditches.
Wetland birds, like meadow pipit,
greenshank
and golden plover
return to nest, and the hen harrier
has good hunting once more.
Part of the aim of the restoration
project is to improve the livelihoods
of local people too. All contracts for
tree-cutting work go to local contractors, and the local community
woodland
organisation,
North
Sutherland
Community
Forestry
Trust (NSCFT) is increasingly
involved. A large barn, originally
built in the barley days, now
belongs to the community, to be
used to house a local chipping and
sawmill enterprise. The best of the
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The Flow Country near Forsinard, showing the stark contrast with
area of coniferous forest.
timber from the forestry blocks
goes to NSCFT and lower-grade
wood can be chipped for biofuel.
The local swimming
pool at
Bettyhill is heated with woodchips
and there is a growing interest in
biofuel from forestry in northern
Scotland, as it is carbon neutral. It
adds an interesting extra dimension to the ecological restoration
story for some of the trees coming
out of the Flow Country to be used
as a local alternative to fossil fuels.
It is this contribution, both to the
local community and to global climate, which has attracted the
recent attention of politicians, who
are calling for the Flow Country to
be nominated as a World Heritage
Site. It was included on the UK's
'Tentative' list of sites in 1999, but
has not yet been put forward to
UNESCO. Only one site per year
can be put forward by the UK government and as this is not a
devolved
issue,
the
Scottish
Executive can only offer advice; it
does not have the power to decide
whether a Scottish site will be nominated.
Andrew Mcintosh, Minister for the
Media and Heritage, and the UK
government minister responsible
for UK nominations, says: "We are
currently waiting for confirmation
as to which sites should be nominated for WHS status in the next
three to five years. These look likely to be Cornish Tin Mining, the
Fortress of Gibraltar,
Darwin's
Home and Workplace, and possibly the Fountain Cavern in Anguilla.
The Flow Country would not therefore be considered for nomination
until 2008."
Eleanor
Scott,
Green
Party

a newer

Member of the Scottish Parliament
(MSP) for the Highlands
and
Islands, is championing the Flow
Country
nomination.
She has
lodged a parliamentary
motion,
signed by many other MSPs, calling for the Flow Country to be
pushed up the list. "We have a
great opportunity to put forward a
natural site from the UK mainland,
and to recognise the local, national
and global significance
of this
remarkable blanket bog," says Dr
Scott.
"The ecological restoration work
is inspirational, with the peatland
now being allowed to repair itself
from the damage we inflicted on it
in the past. As a site deserving the
highest level of protection in the
future, and recognition for the current management and restoration
work done so far, I think the Flow
Country stands head and shoulders above the other candidate
sites from the UK. I hope that the
Scottish Executive will push for it to
be nominated as soon as possible."
Norrie Russell is also keen on the
idea but acknowledges
that the
remaining forestry could scupper
the area's chances of achieving
World Heritage Status. "It's a bit
like having a burger bar in the Taj
Mahal foyer," he admits.
The government could use its
compulsory
purchase powers to
buy up the remaining
forestry
blocks, to ensure nature conservation as the primary objective of
land management throughout the
Flow Country. The big question is
whether it has the political will to do
so.
* hag@worldforests.org
NPIB May 2004
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SAIGA ANTELOPE FACES EXTINCTION

SATELLITE
SHOWS MORE
DEFORESTATION

A WORKSHOP held in Almaty,
Kazakhstan, involving the world's
leading experts on the critically
endangered saiga antelope, concluded that despite a certain level
of conservation action the species
faces imminent extinction.
Numbers of this nomadic herding

eeuador
CORRIDOR LINKS
NATIONAL PARK
AN undertaking to protect and
sustainably
manage a 42,052
hectare/162 sq mile ecological
corridor of biologically significant
land between Llanganates and
San gay National Parks has been
made by local governments and
rural communities.
Part of the Northern Andean
Montane Forest Ecoregion, and
recognised by WWF as a top priority area for conservation, the
corridor will help maintain genetic
links between plant and animal
populations in the two parks.
Local
communities
have
agreed to change management
practices in the area by adopting
organic
agricultural
methods
and developing ecotourism as
an alternative source of income.
(Report from Mountain Protected Areas Update, no. 41)

antelope, which inhabits the open
dry steppe grasslands and semiarid deserts of Central Asia and the
Russian Federation, have fallen dramatically from around one million in
1990 to less than 50,000 today.
This is largely due to poaching
both for horn and meat fuelled by
widespread
rural poverty in the
saiga antelope's
range states,
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, and the Russian Republic of Kalmykia.
The meeting was held under the
auspices of a project supported by
the UK Darwin Initiative and those
attending included officials and scientists from the range states, from the
UK, Germany, Norway, UNEp, UNDP
and Fauna & Flora International.
Recommendations made by the
participants were for urgent initiatives to improve the incomes of
local people in the saiga ranges
and support for alternative livelihood activities; increased resources and international support for
anti-poaching
enforcement;
and
enhanced co-operation
between
the range states in conservation
and awareness raising efforts.
They also urged CITES (the
Convention of International Trade
in Endangered Species) to work
with the Chinese authorities to
ensure that the illegal international
trade in male saiga horns was totalIyeliminated.

A SATELLITE survey released by
Brazil's National Space Science
Institute has shown that deforestation in the Amazon
last year
exceeded the near record loss of
25,900 sq km/10,000 sq miles in
the previous year due primarily to
logging, a large expansion in cattle ranching and industrial-scale
farming.
Map-based analyses conducted
by WWF-Brazil revealed that many
of the areas selected by scientists
and Brazilian environmental authorities as key to the conservation of
species in the Amazon region are
among the most threatened
by
deforestation.
Rosa Lemos de Sa, conservation
director for WWF-Brazil, said: "In
some cases, as in eastern Para
state, an important area already
identified for protection, has been
overrun by pasture and croplands."
Her colleague,
Denise Hamu,
WWF-Brazil's CEO, added: "The
Brazilian government needs to act
immediately to hasten programmes
that can triple the area of rainforest
under
legal protection
in the
Amazon region. It is urgent that the
country adopts a comprehensive
sustainable development strategy
specific to this region."

southern afriea

europe

COPING, WITH CLIMATE CHANGE

PLANT TREATY
DUE IN JUNE

A RECENT report by scientists at
the University of East Anglia in the
UK, Climate Change and Southern
Africa, concludes
that current
trends of droughts on the continent
are probably
linked to climate
change.
Acknowledging
that occasional
droughts
were common,
they
found that in the last 20 years
there had been a trend towards
reduced rainfall and an increase
in
the
number
of
serious
droughts. The decade 1986-95,
as well as being the warmest in
the 20th century, had also been
the driest.
NPIB May 2004

The report states: "It is becoming
increasingly
likely that humancaused emissions of greenhouse
gases and other atmospheric pollutants are changing global and
regional climates."
Dr Cecil Machena, a Zimbabwean ecologist and director of the
Africa Resources Trust, has proposed that countries
invest in
drought-resistant
crops and promote forestation projects around
farmlands
which would protect
watersheds and create belts of
vegetation to link up national parks
and other habitats threatened by
climate change.

A DECISION by 11 European countries together with Egypt and the
European Union, as a member
organisation, to ratify the international treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture
(PGRFA) which brought total ratifications to 48, will mean that the
treaty will come into force on June
29. IUCN
Environmental
Law
Programme is finalising a guide to
the treaty which will provide assistance to countries in implementing
their obligations under this instrument.
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denmark

DEVELOPIHG
A MODEL FOR
HATIOHAL PARKS
By IRENE LAURIDSEN, EIGIL LARSEN
and NIKOLAJ SVEISTRUp,
Danish Outdoor Council.
DENMARK is currently working on the pilot phase of
developing its own model for
national parks, based on a
democratic debate between
the concerned communities.

the Kattegat).
The selection process was not
easy. Due to their natural environment all 16 areas have the potential
to become national parks, so the
Danish Outdoor Council decided
that those areas not selected
should be offered the chance to
start their own projects. With the
support of the Council and local
institutions, the nine initially rejected areas will now have the opportunity to go through
a similar
process as those officially selected.
Thus the 16 areas fall into two
categories: the seven which have
political and economic
support
from
both
the
Minister
of
Environment
and the
Danish
Outdoor Council, and the nine
assisted only by the Council under
the title of "investigation projects".

based on local support.
Local
working groups, formed from a
combination of interested parties,
are currently working on development and management plans for
their respective
national parks.
Their reports will be delivered in the
summer of 2005 to a National Park
Advisory Committee,
which will
then agree on a Danish model for
national parks, and decide which of
the areas are best qualified to
achieve park status.
To secure a democratic debate
where all potential interests are
represented, these working groups
comprise:
• Public authorities,
represented
by the counties, the municipalities and the local state forest districts;
• The agricultural sector;
• Non-governmental organisations
working for the natural and cultural environment, such as the
Danish Outdoor Council, museums, etc;
• The Danish Forest and Nature
Agency, whose mission is to promote sustainable administration
of the natural and historical heritage;
• The tourism sector.
The primary goal of the local
working
group's
management
plans is to describe how the area's
biodiversity can be increased in
stable dynamic processes,
and
how the cultural environment will
be supported. They must also contain perspectives for outdoor activities, economic
production
and
town planning. On top of this, the
management plan must secure the
creation of larger, coherent protected nature areas in Denmark and the continuity of
a sustainable administration of these.

In recent years has there been an
increasing awareness ofthe need
to preserve Europe's natural and
cultural heritage and biodiversity,
and recognition of this has been
reflected by the Danish government's decision to create national
parks. Eight years ago the OECD
issued a report evaluating Denmark's environmental work, underlining the lack of larger and
coherent protected nature areas.
This resulted in the work of the
Wilhjelm committee, which concluded that six national parks
should be established in Denmark.
MANAGEMENT GROUPS IN
Last year, in response to the
THE PROTECTED AREAS
committee's
work, the Danish
One of the characteristics of the
pilot phase is that it is entirely
Outdoor Council listed 16 areas
in the country
which,
because of their natural
and cultural value, had the
qualities
necessary
to
become national parks.
The list was presented to
the Minister of the Environment, who reduced the
number of areas selected
to take part in the pilot
phase to seven. They are:
• Lille Vildmose
(northeast Jutland);
• M0n (an island in the
Baltic);
• Mols (east Jutland);
• Thy
(north-west
Jutland);
• Vadehavet (the Wadden
Sea, south-west
Jutland);
• Kongernes
Nordsjeelland (north Zealand);
Lake Esrum, in north Zealand, is a popular centre for
sailing, surfing and swimming.
• Leese (an island
in
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IUCN CATEGORISATION

As a basis for regional
development
plans, the
Danish Outdoor Council
finds the IUCN categorisalion to be the most appropriate for conditions
in
Denmark.
In 1992 IUCN identified
some
Protected
Area
Categories in which the
particular natural characteristics in every area are
decisive for the planning
and administration of the
national parks. This categorisation
has
been
adopted by all national
parks throughout Europe.
Its
implementation
in
NPIB May 2004

Denmark will mean a better co-operation with the
rest of Europe, as well as
the possibility of classifying the Danish parks at an
international comparative
level.
The dispersed nature of
the protected
areas in
Denmark makes it necessary to use the IUCN categorisation in a flexible way,
where Category I areas
exist surrounded by Category II areas, depending
on how the natural resources are managed.
Some of the current protected areas in Denmark
already fulfil the IUCN's
requirements to become
national
parks. At the
moment these areas work
independently,
but
an
introduction to the IUCN
categorisation will in future
make it possible to define
a national strategy.
THE DANISH
OUTDOOR
COUNCIl'S DEFINITION OF
NATIONAL PARKS

Above: cyclists enjoy the Danish countryside
at
Aamosen. Below: sheer chalk cliffs on the coast of the
Baltic island of M0n.
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The positioning
of the (/)
Danish
parks into the ~
IUCN's categorisation will t5
0:::
depend on the natural
"""-~-'-"
resources in the area and
the use that is made of them. The
Danish Outdoor Council identifies
five elements to be managed in
every national park. These are:
NATURE
Many national pilot projects were
chosen because of the abundance
of their flora and fauna, which will
form the basis for the park and act
as a springboard for further natural
development.
Attention
will be
directed to the development
of
ecological continuity, biodiversity
and quality. It will be a distinctive
feature for national parks that the
natural core areas are developed'
on ecological lines, and the public
enlightened about the dynamics of
nature and the need to protect it.
CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The Danish rural landscape
is
characterised
by culture: many
sites reflect the course of history
down the ages. Archaeological
sites, ancient graves, town and
country settlement patterns all tell
the story of how the landscape
has been modified
by human
activity over thousands of years.
Communicating the cultural environment is therefore essential in
describing mankind's influence on
nature.
NPIB May 2004

OUTDOOR LIFE
The national parks will create
appropriate conditions for enjoying
nature and the outdoor life. Access
to the national parks will be free. As
a general rule there should be
unlimited access, but more fragile
areas could be protected by closing them to the public when necessary, and diverting human traffic
away from them. The Danish
Outdoor Council advises the creation of facilities like information
centres, as well as cycle paths, bridleways and footpaths which link
every park's particular natural and
cultural characteristics.
Such a development of outdoor
activities and tourism would ensure
that an increased interest in nature
and culture contributes to more
enjoyable visits, and gives both
local citizens and visitors a better
understanding of how to protect
the environment.
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
The Danish Outdoor Council will
also highlight the fact that without
the production sector, the social
and economic relations are lacking
sustainability, which is a vital ingredient for ensuring the stability and
development of the area.
The council believes that national

park management should
have as one of its objectives the support for development of local crafts and
production based on sustainable policies. From the
very beginning there has
to be a dialogue with the
industries involved, letting
- for example - the agricultural sector play an
active role in improving
biodiversity, and planning
and promoting initiatives
in those privately-owned
parts of the park.
TOWN PLANNING
Establishment
of towns
has provided a framework
for the history of human
settlement,
activity and
trends through the years.
Urbanism,
infrastructure
and demography characterise the Danish landscape and make it a factor
as important as any other.
The establishment and the
geographical
distribution
of markets and towns in
Denmark has been one of
the foundation stones in
its national heritage since
the Middle Ages.

THE NATIONAL PARK
ADVISORY COMMITIEE

The Danish Outdoor Council and
the Minister of Environment are
now working to create a National
Park Advisory Committee which
will represent the various interests
linked to national parks. The committee's goals are:
• To advise
the
Minister
of
Environment about procedures
and criteria for the establishment,
administration and legislation of
future national parks.
• To follow and evaluate the pilot
projects regarding aspects such
as the opening of a local public
debate about the national park,
and the accomplishment
of
investigations
related
to the
potential of the area for becoming a national park.
The National
Park Advisory
Committee must involve the various interested factions (like environment, farming and tourism) at
both local and national level, to
secure a democratic implementation of the national park concept in
Denmark. This is fundamental in
order to get the interest, concern,
participation and support from the
Danish people. After July 2005 a
final decision will be made on the
future of Danish national parks.
* e-mail: FR@friluftsraadet.dk
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